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A Bouquet of Balkan Haiku
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Malo vjetra u kosi / A Breeze in My Hair, by Ljudmila Milena Mr!i#.  
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Photo-Haiku and Other Visual Poems,  
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Reviewed by Charles Trumbull

would wager that, excepting Japan, there are more haiku poets per 

popular and widespread. The main goals of Balkan poets seem to be to 
enter their haiku in international and national contests and to get their 

infrequently grants are available from municipal and central govern
ments to subsidize the publication of poetry books.

Though more compact than the Croatian haiku anthology, An  
Unmown Sky MH Shadows of Chestnuts is ev

 new year — chasing each other
 my new face stares among meadow dandelions
 at my old face two yellow dogs
  Sa'a Va(i"  Predrag Cvetkovi"

#
history, detailing the first attempts at translation by Milo! Crnjanski 

turning to more recent developments. The bibliography and poets’ 
biosketches are useful as well.

Zoran Mimica is a Croatian haikuist who divides his time between 
his homeland, Vienna, and London. He has been writing haiku 

first published book. As if to catch up all at once, this book packs six 

find the haiku tend to be purely descriptive and often monotonous, for 
example, these two, one from the Croatian journal Haiku
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the second one first published in Without Keys:
 the snow Japanese lady
 is going enters by mistake
 to melt — soon the gentleman’s

These things, plus rather casual editing, make this book a tough slog.

Ljudmila Milena Mr!i# is a member of the Three Rivers Haiku 
Group in Croatia, and A Breeze in My Hair is an example of a book 

#
Korbus, with translations into English by $ur%a Vukeli# &i# and 
ink illustrations by Bo&ena Zernec, this volume is really a collabora
tive Three Rivers production. Like Mimica, Mr!i#)satisfies herself with 
haiku that are primarily descriptive, often substituting poetic language, 
irony, or natural oddities for resonant images:

 miller’s white moustache, fireworks tremble
 hair and hands in his shiny eye

Unlike 
Durmi!evi#, by day a public health professor, seems to be writing 

in virtual isolation in the historical city of Zenica. This, his first poetry 
collection, intersperses a number of haiku with longer poems. Durmi
!evi#’s topics are strongly nationalistic in tone, crying out for unity in 

native marble becomes a metaphor for the permanence of the Bosnian 
people:

 Picking young nettles, Guard the marble,
 growing from the bosom my son, There is our beginning
 of a dead village and our end.
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Pay Day
manian poets represented. The poems, translations, and author bios in 
the former book are exactly the same as in the latter, though Pay Day 
includes a few more senryu by each poet. The works range widely in 
style and quality, from the more traditional, such as the first one below, 
by Florin Vasiliu, to the more contemporary, as the second one, by 
Vasile Moldovan:

 A child in tears, His sweetheart

 in her palm. Lunar eclipse

Dan Doman’s A Path Through Autumn Grasses is a substantial col
lection of the poet’s photographs accompanied by his haiku, all 

or,” by Dumitru Radu speaks of the semantic and aesthetic correlations 
between the poetic text and the photographic image. The problem in 

These two haiku, for example, are accompanied by photos of a snail 
on a mossy log and a girl in a white dress on a riverbank, respectively:

        cloudless sky —           dry lake  —
 a snail crosses the stream stepping over sand, a girl
            on a log       in a white dress


